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The Moon at Music Hall
At the Music Hall last night many persons saw the first public representation in America of what the programme called the
"celestial drama" of "A Trip to the Moon." This remarkable drama is in three acts and eleven scenes…. The representation is a
popular lecture upon astronomy, illustrated with illuminated pictures of the scenery of space. The pictures are painted with great
care from enlarged photographs of the earth and the moon, and if the general result is strangely unsatisfying it is at least
unique….The delight of a German showman in gorgeous scene painting lighted by electricity is combined with the bottomless
enthusiasm of a German scientist, and the project of a lecture upon astronomy popularized by brilliant dissolving views is
weighted with more big words than it can carry comfortably. The lecture is heralded as gravely as if it were a new religion just
discovered, and, as given at present, the entertainment drags and the audience is edified so gradually that there is more awe than
comfort in it. The first "scene" of "Act I" shows a solar eclipse in the vicinity of Berlin. The changing gleams of dawn are very
prettily shown, and the sun rises eclipsed and gradually rises from the shadow. The scene is doubtless a mathematically exact representation of the eclipse of Aug. 19, 1887, but the language of the lecture accompanying the whole series of views is stilted and
sounds as if written for German-philosophical children who asked for a fairy story.
The New York Times, February 11, 1892, p. 4
Various sorts of lectures and shows related to astronomy were
popular throughout the 19th century in both Europe and North
America. Some of these presentations used magic lantern
slides, while others used a series of large diorama-like paintings, or in some cases, even three-dimensional models illuminated by limelight or electricity. In this issue, Mark Butterworth provides a fascinating look at the history of lantern
slides with an astronomical theme, from the hand-painted
slides of the early 19th century to glass slides of the space shuttle from the 1970s. This is followed by a short description of a
toy lantern slide from my own collection that shows an unusual image of a comet.

in your articles, preferably with a generous selection of illustrations.
Kentwood D. Wells, Editor
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Erkki Huhtamo then relates his adventures in discovering an
unusual and possibly very early magic lantern in a shop in
Stockholm, inaugurating a section, "The Collector's Corner,"
which I hope will become a recurring feature of future issues
of the Gazette. If you have interesting or unusual stories about
particular lanterns or slides in your collection, or simply tales
about how you became interested in collecting magic lanterns,
send in your articles to me with accompanying illustrations.
This issue also contains a variety of other short pieces, including an 18th century poem about the magic lantern, some humorous bits from 19th century periodicals, a review of a new
book on media history from the magic lantern to the internet,
and a number of interesting items about recent magic lantern
events on both the East and West Coast, new exhibits related
to magic lanterns, and other news items. Thanks to everyone
who has contributed material for this issue.
As always, I am in search of the right combination of longer
research articles and lighter pieces about the history of the
magic lantern or magic lantern collecting for future issues. At
present, I don't have a main feature article for the Fall issue, so
if you have a topic you have been meaning to write about, send

Selling beer with a ad that evokes an astronomical magic
lantern lecture. From The Theatre, August 1910.
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Astronomical Lantern Slides
Mark Butterworth
16 Batterflatts Gardens
Stirling FK7 9JU
United Kingdom
priscus@hotmail.co.uk

The association of the magic lantern and astronomy goes
back to the very earliest time in the history of the lantern.
The development of optics in the 16th and 17th centuries had
the same dramatic impact on astronomy as it did on the
magic lantern. Christian Huygens, widely credited with the
invention of the lantern, also is a well-known figure in the
optical development of the telescope and eyepieces. Today,
a Huygens lens is one of the most popular configurations of
telescope eyepiece optics.
Through the period from Huygens to the beginning of the
19th century, astronomical slides were hand-crafted and
hand-painted, each set being something of a “one off”. The
earliest slides that I am aware of are part of the Werner
Nekes collection. He has several long, narrow mahogany
slides consisting of multiple openings covered with paper.
The paper features cut-outs of the major stars from some of
the better-known Northern constellations. The size of the
cut outs relates to the brightness of each star. Werner dates
these to around 1800. He also possesses a pulley and handle
slide featuring a brass disk pierced with many holes to represent the major Northern Hemisphere constellations. Turn
the handle and the heavens revolve around the celestial
North Pole, simulating the movements of the stars through
the course of one night.1
In the last quarter of the eighteenth century, astronomical
lecturers were familiar figures. Many were devout men attempting to persuade audiences of the existence of God,
whereas others hoped to amaze or amuse, providing spectacle and entertainment. Some of them constructed and operated substantial mechanical displays that were used in travelling shows and exhibited in theatres and larger entertainment venues. Occasionally, they were so unwieldy that a
permanent place of exhibition was required. The general
content of all lectures was somewhat similar, representing
an outline of the astronomical knowledge of the time,
couched in non-technical language. Occasionally the lecturer added particular points he wished to emphasise, such
Mark Butterworth has had a life long interest in astronomy. Formerly a
business executive in the oil industry, he now splits his time between Scotland and Australia. He specializes in Astronomy, Scotland, and Australia
lantern slides and frequently presents lantern lectures to Astronomical Societies. He is Web Manager for the Magic Lantern Society in the UK and contributes regularly to their Newsletter. Mark is a Fellow of the Royal Astronomical Society.

as probable causes of the great flood or other biblical events.
One of the better-known figures was Adam Walker (17311821). From 1776 onwards, he (or his sons William and
Deane) toured the UK and occasionally Europe with his ‘Grand
Transparent Orrery,’ also known as the Eidouranion (from the
Greek – ‘form of the heavens’). Details of Walker’s equipment
are sparse, but one illustration exists. It shows a display apparently using a mix of painted scenery and some form of rear projection (see the color illustration on the back cover).2 A Mr.
Greene was offering the same “Eidouranion” lecture at Mr.
Stelle’s Hotel, City of Washington in 1801, claiming he was a
former student of Walker.
Early Development
From somewhere within these lectures, it is possible that the
earliest slide storylines and images evolved. It also is likely that
the showman’s complex equipment inspired early rack-work
astronomical lantern slides, with the manufacturers attempting
to reproduce the effects that audiences found so appealing. The
mechanisms devised to explain the movements of planets and
other phenomena translated into subtle mechanical devices for
the magic lantern. Astronomical slides frequently show some
of the most intricate mechanical effects found in any magic
lantern slides.
Adam Walker mentioned in 1799 that the magic lantern would
be suitable to demonstrate astronomical movements.3 The book
on his lecture also describes several astronomical phenomena
that he illustrated with the Eidouranion, and these resemble the
earliest effects seen in rack-work astronomical slides. In 1824,
a Mr. Rogers was lecturing in Bath, England using a ‘New
Transparent Orrery,” supplemented with sets of transparencies
of the sun, moon, planets, and nebula painted by a Mr. D’Arcy
‘from original drawings by Dr. Herschel’. He also offered
views with ‘a newly invented grand transparent Microscope’.4
In 1825, a John Wallis delivered popular lectures on astronomy
at the Assembly Rooms, Cateaton Street, London, illustrated by
‘an original apparatus devised and constructed by his own
hands…. including an extensive mechanism and numerous brilliant transparencies.’5 At the London Institution in Finsbury
Circus, between 1827 and 1845, he delivered “astronomical
discourses’ elucidated by transparent and moving paintings”.6

Astronomical Lantern Slides
Through the 1830’s many lecturers were advertising transparent paintings or transparent moving scenery on their handbills.
John Ramage of Aberdeen, Scotland, also mentioned showing
"fifty splendid transparencies."7
Following Dr. William Herschel’s discovery of the planet Uranus in 1787, there had been a widespread increase of public
interest in astronomy and the movements of the heavens. All
of these popular lecturers found ready audiences. In most
places, the night sky was a familiar sight to most people, with
even city dwellers having some rudimentary knowledge of the
stars in the days before streetlights. In the countryside, most
people knew the major features of the night sky and understood
the phases and movements of the moon. Many evening events
were organised around a full moon in the hope it would provide
extra light for people to make their way home. Consequently,
astronomy played a more important role in everyday life in the
19th Century than it does today.
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Commercial Production
In 1825, R. Ebsworth produced a set of astronomical magic
lantern slides, together with a collection of lecture notes. Inhis introduction, Ebsworth complained about current lantern
practice, "that so ingenious an Optical Instrument as the
Magic Lantern should be almost exclusively devoted to the
exhibition of subjects that are extremely trifling, and in some
instances absolutely nonsensical. To obviate this evil I have
prepared a new series of Astronomical Diagrams, with Telescopic views of the planets, displaying the various phenomena
of the science in a manner at once pleasing and demonstrative.”8
At the same period, aside from the widespread impact of the
introduction of limelight illumination, the major event in the
development of the magic lantern was the introduction of copper plate sliders by Philip Carpenter in London. His first set
of slides, offered around 1823, was of zoological subjects.
Sometime in the mid 1820s, he offered a set of astronomical
slides. The set consisted of eight strip slides, each with three
or four images. One slide showed eclipses of the sun, and a
lever slide was included to demonstrate the rotundity of the
earth. This set covered all of the basic principles of astronomy that were covered by popular lecturers of the period. The
complete set made up A Compendium of Astronomy. The
accompanying reading was subtitled "A Series of Diagrams
exhibited by the improved Phantasmagoria Lantern." Although of good quality, the images do not show the superb
detail and artistic handwork that later distinguished Carpenter
and Westley slides. Ebsworth’s lecture matches the sequence
of Carpenter’s astronomical slides. It is possible that they
developed the same sequence independently, but it seems
more likely that Ebsworth used Carpenter’s slides, perhaps
providing the initial incentive for Carpenter to produce the set.
By 1838, Carpenter and Westley were producing mahogany
framed slides in the familiar 4” x 7” format, and by 1849 they
were offering the Compendium of Astronomy set in that format, with 32 slides. They also were advertising their rackwork “Astronomical Diagrams” in a set of 10, with at least
three additional slides available, and further sets on Chinese
and Arabic Astronomy.

A Compendium of Astronomy. Philip Carpenter’s copper
plate sliders, circa 1825-30, with a book of readings. Mark
Butterworth collection.

From roughly the same period, slide sets were available from
Newton and Company. They followed a very similar lecture
format to the Carpenter and Westley slides, as did their standard set of ten rack-work slides. It’s likely that Newton & Co.
followed Carpenter and Westley’s slide designs. The C&W
rackwork slide set was advertised at least as early as 1849,
while Newton didn’t begin trading until 1852 under the name
W. E. & F. Newton. Each slide, from either manufacturer,
shows a considerable degree of ingenuity in its workings.
One slide showing the movement of all of the planets in the
solar system, and another showing the orbit of a comet around
the sun, are particularly complex.

Astronomical Lantern Slides

Newton astronomical slide set circa 1850.
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Mark Butterworth

collection.

A Carpenter and Westley slide showing the phases of Venus.
Mark Butterworth collection.

A Typical Early Astronomy Lantern Lecture9
The slide set started with a discussion of the figure of the
earth. A flavour of the style of the reading can be gained from
the text to accompany this first slide:
"Had the surface of the ocean been a level or plain as represented in
this diagram, a vessel proceeding out to sea, if viewed from the land
would merely appear to increase or diminish in magnitude, according
to her distance from the observer, but the whole of her figure would
be visible as far as the power of the eye or the telescope could reach.
This, however, is not the case when the progress of the ship is minutely observed; for as the vessel recedes her hull first disappears,
then her rigging, and last of all her top mast – as though she were
sinking into the water. And also, a vessel in approaching an observer
would seem to rise out of the water as she advanced towards him.
These are appearances which could not take place if the surface of
the water were a level or plain. But they arise from its rotundity."

Detail of the Solar System rack-work slide from the Newton
set. Mark Butterworth collection.

The French astronomer Urbain-Jean-Joseph Le Verrier (18111877) discovered the planet Neptune in 1848. A rack-work
solar system slide with six planets dates before this discovery;
seven planets (as in the illustration above) indicates a date of
manufacture after 1848. Astronomical history has many welldefined dates. Depending on the information shown on a
slide, it often is possible to estimate its earliest or latest probable date of manufacture. In addition, most of the information
shown on astronomical slides is still valid today. Many of
them beautifully illustrate concepts more clearly than descriptions in modern books on the subject. For example, Carpenter
and Westley produced a spectacular slide of the phases of Venus, one of the principal astronomical events used to prove that
the earth orbits the sun.

First slide to show the "Figure of the Earth."
Mark Butterworth collection.

Astronomical Lantern Slides

Lever slide to show the "Rotundity of the Earth."
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Mark Butter-

worth collection.

The second slide would be a mechanical slide. It showed a
fixed earth with a ship on a second glass disc attached to a
lever handle. Raising and lowering the handle would show the
ship disappearing and appearing over the horizon. Again the
two observers are illustrated and the shape of the earth (or its
rotundity) could be explained.
The next few slides would show the different theories to explain the movements of bodies in the solar system. The first
model was normally the earth-centered Ptolemaic model, followed by Tycho Brahe's sun/earth combined model, and finally
the sun-centered model of Copernicus. The narrative describes
this as the "Copernican or Newton model," explaining that although Copernicus proposed the model, Newton and his mathematics proved it to be correct.

Lantern slide of the solar system as described by the Greek astronomer Ptolemy, with the sun, moon, and planets revolving
around the earth. Mark Butterworth collection.

.

Lantern slide of the solar system as described by the
Danish astronomer Tycho Brahe in the 16th century.
Tycho made highly accurate astronomical observations,
but did not fully accept the sun-centered system of
Copernicus. Instead, he combined elements of the
Ptolemaic and Copernican systems, with the sun and
moon rotating around the earth and the other planets
rotating around the sun. Mark Butterworth collection.

Lantern slide of the Copernican system, showing the
earth and other planets revolving around the sun, first
presented by Polish astronomer Nicolaus Copernicus in
1543. The slide also shows the orbits of two comets.
The Copernican theory is often considered the first
great revolution of modern science. Mark Butterworth
collection.

Astronomical Lantern Slides
The movement of the earth around the sun and the sun’s annual
progress through the constellations of the zodiac is then explained (see color picture on the back cover), along with the
movement of the moon around the earth and the earth’s rotation on its axis. There is also a slide showing the size of the
earth’s shadow to demonstrate the relative sizes of the sun and
earth. Rackwork mechanical slides would demonstrate these
phenomena with on screen motion.
Slides would follow showing the surface of the sun and its sunspots, the sun with total and partial eclipses, causes of the
phases of moon, and examples of its appearance at each phase,
plus a slide showing lunar eclipses. The major surface features
on the moon were quite accurately detailed. Slides would illustrate the major planets. Descriptions of the phases of Venus
would be followed by a rackwork slide showing the causes of
forward and backward motion of the planets. Slides of comets
would show the orbit of Biela’s comet or the Great Comet of
1680. An eccentric motion rack-work slide of a comet showed
the tail growing and receding as it orbited close to the sun.
Biela’s comet was particularly popular. During its brief life in
the 1830s, it remained within the orbit of Saturn and made several passes in quick succession around the sun before breaking
up. The Great Comet of 1680 inspired Edmund Halley to investigate comets, and the next comet of 1682 became known as
Halley’s Comet.
There is then a series of mathematical slides discussing the
causes of twilight, the earth’s elliptical orbit around the sun,
and the causes of stellar parallax. It’s surprising to see a lecture start with the proposition that the earth is round and 20
slides later be showing the concept of elliptical orbits and
gravitational attraction.

A complicated mathematical lantern slide showing the elliptical orbit of the earth around the sun. Mark Butterworth collection.
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There follows a series of slides showing a sample of the major
constellations. All sets contained the Great Bear and Orion
(see color picture on front cover), but whole slide sets of the
major constellations were available. Carpenter and Westley
also produced constellation slides with two glass plates. One
glass would show the major stars, and the second the mythical
constellation figure. By sliding the two plates apart and together, it was possible to see just the stars, or the stars with
their attendant figure outlined.
The final slide recommended by both Carpenter and Westley
and Newton & Company was an Orrery slide showing the
movement of the planets around the sun. The slide consisted
of a series of geared wheels, one for each planet, turned by a
threaded handle. The gearing allowed the planets to rotate at a
simulation of their respective rotational periods.

An elaborate mechanical slide designed to show the movements of the planets around the sun. Mark Butterworth collection.

Many other slides were produced by the major manufacturers
and could be added to the lecture. Carpenter and Westley
produced mechanical slides showing the rotation of the major
constellations around the north celestial pole and the south
celestial pole. A mechanical slide to demonstrate the causes
of the tides was available. Slides were produced showing the
major satellites of Jupiter orbiting the planet. Several types of
mechanical slides were developed to show the sudden appearance of the corona during a total solar eclipse, including complex mechanisms with diaphragms to allow the suns atmosphere (corona) to appear instantaneously. I have seen a mechanical slide designed to show shooting stars using a dark
rotating disk with a single bright flash. A slide of stars in the
sky would be shown on screen with this slide being superimposed - a rare example of an astronomy slide for use with a
biunial lantern. There also were mechanical slides of aurora,
showing shimmering light effects. Other slides showed atmospheric effects such as mock suns (sundogs) and the effect of
looming - the appearance above the horizon of a distant object
that normally would be hidden below it, an effect caused by
unusually large terrestrial refraction due to a thermal inversion. Several slides of nebulae were available, nearly all
based on drawings from Lord Rosse’s telescope at Birr in Ireland.

Astronomical Lantern Slides
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Specialty Slides
Communicating astronomical concepts continually gave manufacturers opportunity to develop complex and intricate slide
designs. One example is a brass and glass device measuring 4"
by 7". It shows the "black drop effect" observed during a Transit of Venus (when the planet passes across the face of the sun).
Transits of Venus are rare astronomical events and only occurred twice during the nineteenth century, in 1874 and 1882.
As the trailing edge of the planet moves away from the edge of
the Sun, or the leading edge moves against the edge of the Sun,
its circular outline appears to 'bleed' into the edge of the sun. It
is a well-known phenomenon, and many papers have appeared
to explain the subject. The slide has a complex winding
mechanism that pulls a glass disk diagonally across the body.
On the moving glass disk is a small dark spot to represent the
planet Venus. There is a fixed orange glass disk representing
the sun. As you wind the ivory handle, Venus appears at the
edge of the slide and moves onto the solar disk. Then as the
trailing edge of Venus reaches the edge of the Sun, the "black
drop effect" appears, with Venus apparently 'bleeding' into the
edge of the sun. Suddenly, the planet seems to 'jump' away
from the edge and appears as a circular disk again. The transit
of Venus in 1874 was widely publicized, and the slide probably
dates to that time. Worldwide, astronomers prepared to observe the event, and many observatories developed elaborate
devices to train observers on how to time the event and what to
expect when seeing the black drop effect. I do not know if the
purpose of this slide was for public audiences or training astronomers.

Diagram to explain how the position of nearby stars
moves against the background of more distant stars when
seen from different places on earth and at different times
of the year. The phenomenon (known as parallax) is the
cornerstone of early calculations of the distances to stars.
From a Newton & Company slide. Mark Butterworth collection.

An elaborate mechanical slide designed to illustrate the Transit of Venus. Mark Butterworth collection.
Many of the hand painted slides from the middle of the nineteenth century are beautiful works of art. Most astronomical
texts of the time only featured black and white line engravings;
lantern slides gave the opportunity to show the wonderful colours seen in the Universe, and with animation. Astronomy
slides come in almost every conceivable size and format.
However, I have never ever seen slides in any of the formats
for a child’s lantern. I suspect they do exist and would be interested to hear from anyone possessing examples.

A wide variety of slide formats and sizes, all showing
solar eclipses. Mark Butterworth collection.

Astronomical Lantern Slides
I never cease to be amazed at the popularity and worldwide use
of astronomical slides. There are slide collections in the archives of most major world observatories. Sets of astronomical
slides are in the collections of many museums around the world
from Chicago, USA to Liverpool, England to Dunedin, New
Zealand. Many collectors of lantern slides have examples of
one or more astronomical rack work slides. Humorous astronomical slides also exist, especially in slipping slides. The slide
below shows a somewhat comical looking astronomer whose
view a cat suddenly interrupts his work. It is an unexpected
effect. A clown bursting out of a globe of the earth is another
common slide.

The astronomer and the cat slipping slide.
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It embraces the chief results of Modern Astronomical Study
and also the applications of Spectrum Analysis to the physical
constitution of the sun and stars."
The New Manufacturers
Towards the end of the nineteenth century, most companies
that produced scientific instruments were marketing astronomical slides. Many of the World’s major observatories
began offering slides taken from their most famous photographic images, particularly the Yerkes and Mt. Wilson establishments in the USA. The Royal Astronomical Society in
London produced lantern slides, and many of its members
used them for both public lecturing and teaching. By the
1930s, even amateur organisations like the British Astronomical Association were offering slides and had a rental library
for the use of members.

Mark Butterworth col-

lection.

The Impact of Photography
The invention of photography in 1839 did not immediately
influence astronomy slides. For many years, photographic
processes were too insensitive for quality astronomical photographic images. However, in common with all lantern slides,
the inevitable move to the smaller format, photographic slides
occurred – 3.25" x 3.25" in the UK and 3.25" x 4" in North
America. Colored images were either hand painted or used
chromolithographs. Colored photographic lantern slides are
virtually unknown. Astronomers were never interested in color
photography until the invention of digital imaging. Rather than
take color photographic images, they would shoot in black and
white through color filters. This eliminated the major drawback of obtaining true color images when very long exposure
times are used.
During the second half of the nineteenth century, developments
in astronomical science began to change our knowledge dramatically, and the subjects shown on slides became more complex and involved. Although manufacturers still made slides
showing the common elements, they began to produce technical teaching sets. By 1900, York & Company of London was
producing a 300-slide set, described as "by far the most comprehensive set yet published and is specially adapted to meet
the requirements of Public Lecturers and teachers of Science.

The astronomer's end of the Yerkes Observatory 40-inch refracting telescope – the largest refractor in the world. From a
Keystone lantern slide. Mark Butterworth collection.
The Academic Lecturers
One of the foremost popular lecturers at the end of the 19th Century was Sir Robert Ball, Lowndean Professor of Astronomy at
Cambridge. He carefully balanced his professional duties with
his public lecture tours, as well as several appearances at the
Royal Institution, London. He also made three lecture tours of
Canada and America. An Edinburgh journalist wrote in 1905,
"there is no important town in England, Scotland, Ireland or
Wales, and no important scientific institution in the country,
where Sir Robert Ball has not lectured and in most cases lectured often. At a very moderate estimate over one million people have heard him lecture.”10 Even allowing for exaggeration,

Astronomical Lantern Slides
in 1905, this was at the height of his fame, and he continued
lecturing for a further five years. Almost without exception Sir
Robert lectured with a lantern. In one of his notebooks he
wrote a brief reminder to himself "beware when lecturing in
Manchester. They get bored after 75 minutes."
By the end of the 19th century, the increase in leisure time, desire for self improvement, and the rise of local Literary, Philosophical and Scientific Societies made attending astronomy
lectures a very popular public pastime. Many well respected
astronomers gave public lectures. However, Ball was one of
the last great astronomy academic popularisers who specialised
in lecturing. The technical advances in astronomy in the early
20th century lead to such high levels of specialisation that few
professional people became famous for their public lecturing
on the subject. Lantern manufacturing began to decline, and by
the 1920’s astronomy slides were mainly produced for use in
academic institutions or by astronomical societies. Later slide
sets assume a reasonable level of prior knowledge from the
audience.

10
Ultimately, the production of slides declined to one or two
companies. To my knowledge, Newton & Company produced the last astronomy slides in the UK sometime in the
1930s or early 1940s. Universities and Observatories produced their own slides for teaching and lecturing purposes
through the 1950s – many made by photographing book illustrations. The Keystone View Company was still producing
teaching sets of lantern slides into the 1950s and possibly the
early 1960s.

A unique lantern slide photograph of the moon. It was taken
by F. W. Longbottom, an English amateur astronomer. on
March 23, 1896. Handwritten on the slide mask are full details
of the telescope used, exposure, and development details--All
the information required to make it into a serious scientific
observation. Mark Butterworth collection.
The Last Production

Sir Robert Ball giving an astronomical lecture at the Royal
11
Institution in 1889.

The most recent slides in my collection come from an unexpected source. I have a series of 63 3¼" x 4" format slides produced by NASA, mainly dated between 1962 and 1968. A few
are early designs for the Space Shuttle, with eight dated March
1972. NASA published final designs for the Shuttle Orbiter that
month. These slides would have been part of the public information released to explain the final design configuration. As
you can see from the illustration, NASA had its own slide
masks. On the reverse side is a NASA Part Number. Obviously,
they produced many slides. Interestingly, the most technically
advanced organisation in the world probably produced the last
astronomical lantern slides.

Astronomical Lantern Slides
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3. William Walker, An Epitome of Astronomy, Including
an Account of the Eidouranion or Transparent Orrery,
C. Brightly, Bungay, 1802.
4. Museum of The History of Science, Oxford, document
72-12:160D.
5. William Hone, The Every-Day Book, Hunt and Clark,
London, 1826, p. 30. Hone also wrote: "Here is a sure
mode of acquiring astronomical knowledge, accompanied by the delightful gratification of witnessing a display of the heavens more bewitching than the mind can
conceive."
6. Proceedings of the Royal Institution, 1835, p. 33.
7. Poster in Aberdeen Public Libraries Poster collection.

1972 NASA press release slide.

Mark Butterworth collection.

Conclusion
Astronomical magic lantern slides have been around in quantity at least since the beginning of commercial production.
Some of the examples from the first half of the 19th century
show great ingenuity in the mechanical designs used to take
complex phenomena and produce fascinating on screen effects.
Public lectures on astronomy were very popular in the 19th century, and even relatively complex concepts in astronomy
(celestial mechanics) were frequently presented. The surviving
number of astronomy lantern slides indicates that sets were
sold in the hundreds (if not thousands) throughout the century.
By the early 1900s, sets of slides were aimed at teaching or
lecturing to audiences who already possessed some level of
knowledge. Lectures for the public would of necessity use
only a subset of the full group. There was a shift from popular
lecturers (entertainers) to academics (educators) through the
19th century, and developments in magic lantern technology
assisted this process. Aside from formal academic teaching,
the use of astronomy lantern slides faded, along with all other
popular uses of the lantern. However, manufacture of teaching
sets continued through the 1950s, and NASA produced information slides into the 1970’s

8. A Popular Treatise on Astronomy Intended to Accompany a New Series of Astronomical Diagrams as made,
and sold, by R. Ebsworth, Optician; to be Conspicuously
Exhibited by the Magic Lantern, in the form of a Familiar Lecture, both Pleasing and Instructive, on that Sublime Science, R. Ebsworth, London, 1825.
9. Following the sequence of Carpenter and Westley’s
Compendium of Astronomy, 1849.
10. Hugh McGregor, Famous Astronomers, Edinburgh,
1913, p. 99.
11. Sir Robert Ball, Starland, Cassell & Company, London, 1889, frontispiece.

Notes and References
1. Werner Nekes, Ich Sehe Was, Was Du Nicht Siehst, Seidl,
Cologne, 2002, p. 162.
2. Robert Wilkinson and Herbert William Wilkinson, Theatrum
Illustrata, Robert Wilkinson, London, 1819/1825.

Newton by Newton! Portrait of Sir Isaac
Newton from a Newton & Company slide.
Mark Butterworth collection.

Astronomical Lantern Slides
A Comet on a Toy Magic Lantern Slide
Kentwood D. Wells
451 Middle Turnpike
Storrs, CT 06268
kentwood.wells@uconn.edu

In his interesting article on astronomy slides, Mark Butterworth
mentions that he has not seen any slides for toy magic lanterns
with astronomy themes. I decided to check my own collection
of toy slides, of which I have 2000-3000, to see if I could find
any with astronomical images. Fortunately, when I was about
15 years old, I made a detailed subject index of our slide collection, and the index quickly revealed that I had exactly one
slide with an astronomical image. The slide is a very early
hand-painted slide with a red and white checked paper border.
This slide, shown above, depicts a comet, apparently visible in
daylight.
My first thought was that this slide represented Halley's comet,
which made its only 19th century appearance in 1835, but I now
think it is more likely that it represents the Great Comet of
1843. Halley's comet was visible mostly at night and best seen
with a good telescope, of which there were relatively few in
1835. Consequently, it attracted the attention of professional
astronomers, but received relatively little public notice, although a number of magazines and newspapers did carry accounts of its appearance.1 For example, The American Magazine of December 1, 1835, reported:
Halley's Comet, of which so much has been written and predicted for some time past… was discovered by the learned
Professors of Yale College in Connecticut, on the night following the 30th of August last, about two hours after midnight;
and again, the following night, at the same hour…. It was
discovered by them through a telescope; and it was not then to
be seen by the naked eye….
The Comet was also seen by a gentleman of Nantucket on the
morning of the 4th of September, three o'clock, A.M. But it
was so distant, that a glass of moderate power presented
merely a faint light of triangular form….
The Comet was visible, without the help of a telescope, on the
evening of the 8th of October…. Its motion was very rapid,
but for a few nights, its appearance was very brilliant, yet
without so spacious a tail as it had in its last visit seventy-five
years ago….2
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While the professors of Yale college and other astronomers
made detailed studies of Halley's Comet in 1835, it did not
attract nearly as much public attention at the Great Comet
of 1843, which made an unexpected appearance and
caused considerable consternation because of its extraordinary brilliance, which made it visible in broad daylight.
The comet was visible in both Europe and North America
in February and March, 1843, and the magazines and
newspapers were filled with accounts of its spectacular
appearance. The Hartford Daily Courant reported on
March 9 that, "This remarkable body, which since the first
instant, has been seen in the day time in several places so
distant from each other as to leave no doubt of its being
truly a comet, presented itself to us in admirable style last
evening about 7 o'clock, exhibiting in the southwest a long
and narrow train, in shape not unlike the representations
transmitted to us of the celebrated comet of 1680."3 A
letter to the American Journal of Science and Arts on April
7 stated that, "The next evening [March 7], was clear, and
notwithstanding the moonlight and twilight, as early as 7
o'clock, the comet presented a magnificent spectacle….
On Friday evening, the 17th of March, the moon being
fairly out of the way, the comet shone with great brilliancy
and beauty."4
Sears Walker, who made observations of the comet with
the telescope of the High School Observatory in Philadelphia, one of only two high-quality telescopes in the United
States at the time, was even more effusive in his description, referring to "the great comet of the 27th of February,
1843, the most remarkable body every seen by mortals,
and whose visit to its perihelion on that day will, for ages
to come, constitute the most memorable epoch in the history of the world."5
John Herschel, the pre-eminent British astronomer of his
day, similarly described it as the most spectacular comet of
the 19th century:
By far the most remarkable comet, however, which has
been seen during the present century, is that which appeared in the spring of 1843, and whose tail became visible in the twilight of the 17th of March in England as a
great beam of nebulous light, extending from a point
above the western horizon…. In more southern latitudes,
however, not only the tail was seen, but the head and
nucleus appeared with extraordinary splendour, exciting
in every country where it was seen the greatest astonishment and admiration. Indeed, all descriptions agree in
representing it as a stupendous spectacle, such as in superstitious ages would not fail to have carried terror into
every bosom."6

Clearly the appearance of this comet had a major impact
on the public in 1843. No reaction was more bizarre than
that of a group of religious zealots known as the Millerites,
after their prophet, William Miller, who had predicted that
the world would come to an end with the return of Christ

Astronomical Lantern Slides
in 1843 or 1844. Not surprisingly, the appearance of a spectacular comet in the spring of 1843 was taken by many of Miller's
followers as a omen of impending doom. Throughout 1843 and
1844, the Millerites prepared for the Second Coming of Christ,
some giving up all of their possessions and even donning muslin
ascension robes. Others simply stopped eating, presuming the
end of the world to be imminent. One result is that lunatic asylums, especially those in New England and New York, began to
fill up with Millerites. By one estimate, at least 170 patients
were admitted to asylums in the middle third of the 19th century
suffering from religious delusions related to Millerism, with a
peak of admissions in the 1840s.7 Of course, the world did not
end in 1844, leading to an episode known as The Great Disappointment.8
The comet of 1843 had a major impact on American astronomy
as well. At the time of its appearance, there were only two telescopes in the United States capable of making detailed observations of the comet--the one at the High School Observatory in
Philadelphia, and one at the Hudson Observatory at Western
Reserve College in Ohio. Prominent citizens of New England,
irked that no such telescope existed in their region, responded to
the comet of 1843 by establishing an endowment for the purchase of a large refracting telescope that became the centerpiece
of the Harvard Observatory.9
Although one does not want to read too much into a crude image
of a comet on a toy lantern slide, it seems reasonable to expect
that such a momentous event would inspire a lantern slide artist
to include the comet in one of his scenes. There are other clues
that point to a date in the 1840s for this slide. Another slide in
the same set has an image of a very early style of steam ship,
consistent with designs of the 1840s. Another set that I have,
which appears to be painted by the same artist and has some of
the same scenes, includes a picture of a very early locomotive,
again similar in style to those manufactured in the 1840s.10 It
therefore seems reasonable to assume that this slide dates from
that period and depicts the most recent and most spectacular
comet of the era.
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The comet slide with a slide from the same set (top) and a very
similar set (bottom), showing a steamship and train of a style
from the 1840s. Wells collection.
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Lantern on My Mind
Erkki Huhtamo, UCLA Department of Design /Media Arts,
Broad Art Center, Rm. 2275, Box 951456, Los Angeles, CA
90095-1456 (erhuhta@ucla.edu)
I believe all collectors treasure moments of unexpected discovery. I am certainly one of them. Of all the lantern stories I accumulated in my mind, one is above all the others. Its setting is
Stockholm. Having lived for most of my life just across the
Baltic Sea in Turku, Finland, I had had many chances to visit the
Swedish capital. When it comes to lanterns and slides, I had
made very few discoveries, so I had no expectations when I flew
there one grey winter morning. I was supposed to give a speech
at a symposium as part of the Stockholm Cultural Capital of
Europe program. This helps me date my discovery: 1998.
Everything went as usual, until somebody happened to mention
a shop from where “you might find something.” The tip seemed
interesting enough, so I skipped my lunch and headed toward
“St. Eriksgatan.” I discovered a shop full of technical junk –
radio parts, old fax machines, cheap box cameras. Unfortunately, the only thing that came even close to my interests was a
box of stereocards. I picked a few. I could not help noticing
that the owner, a long-haired hippie, frequently climbed to the
second floor along a steep narrow staircase. With my broken
Swedish I asked him whether there were things stored there and
whether he would allow me to have a peek. He murmured that
it was only his office and that it was not open to the public.
I sneaked up the staircase anyway. As soon as I reached the top
I saw The Thing. It was on a shelf in the far corner of the messy
office. Stuttering an apology I pointed to the object and asked if
I could buy it. The hippie mumbled that the object was not for
sale; besides, it is incomplete, he added. I don’t mind, I said, I
would like to have it anyway. But it is very expensive, the seller
added, it will cost you 75 Swedish crowns ($11.00). I controlled
myself with great difficulty, trying to look horrified at the exorbitant price. I told the hippie that 50 crowns would be the best I
could do, so we agreed on about 60 ($9.00). Little did he know
that I would have happily paid ten times as much.
In spite of the heavy lantern, the long walk back to the conference site felt short. I knew that I had made a discovery, and
better: for less than the cost of my missed lunch! When I moved
to California some years later I brought the lantern with me. It
now has a place of honor in my Los Angeles apartment, where it
often makes me wonder if I will ever be able to identify and date
it. As far as I know, no other lantern like it has been pictured in
any publication or sold in any auction.
So what do I think I have got? The lantern is made of thick and
heavy tin and painted black (the surface is original). It has a
hand-punched gallery in the bottom for air ventilation; it never
had legs. Inside the 6" x 11" x 6"lantern body there are conical

Front view of the Stockholm magic lantern.

Photo by Machiko

Kusahara.

air vents in each corner and a non-removable stand for a candle.
It can be moved forward and backward along metal rails (the old
candle in the picture on the next page came with the lantern).
Clearly, this is a candle-only magic lantern – it was not possible
to use any other illuminant. The reflector is a polished parabolic
metal disc embedded in the rear door. On the sides the lantern
had originally something, probably round decorative brass plates
with handles. The lantern came with the brass chimney, but I am
not certain it is original.
The slide stage is open both from the sides and from the top and
the bottom, so both horizontal and vertical slides can be used.
For the latter, there is a stopper bar below the slide stage. The
maximum width for the slides is four inches. The long optical
tube, which is clearly original, is made of thick pressed cardboard, no doubt to reduce weight. The main tube is 7.5 inches
long. It contains a focusing tube that is seven inches long; this is
slid in and out with a brass ring. The ring also has a “stick” that
has been cut at some point; most likely it once ended in a support, which was needed to keep the lantern in balance when the
lens tube was fully extended – to nearly 14 inches! The lenses
are missing, but the condensor lens must have been a bull’s eye
inside the lens tube.
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has been reduced in size, probably for the same purpose.
Because the candle would have produced only a dim image,
it may be suggested that the lantern was used for rear projection. This would again point to phantasmagoria. The
lantern could possibly be interpreted as a simple
“fantascope.” It may have been hand-held, or placed on a
movable platform.
When it comes to the origin, the hand-punched gallery at
the bottom of the lantern body, as well as the sliding candle
stand, may recall some earlier French toy lanterns. Vertical
slides were typical in French fantascopes, while they don’t
seem to have been used in British phantasmagoria lanterns.
I therefore tentatively date the lantern 1800-30 and consider
it French. All this may change if and when additional information becomes available. What if it really is from the 18th
century? Could it have been made by a Swedish tinsmith
for a great manor house? Or was it left in Sweden by a
travelling showman? Any suggestions are welcome.
P.S. In July 2007 a Finnish friend of mine, a camera collector, was in
Stockholm and wanted to visit the shop. It was no longer there. I would
like to thank Machiko Kusahara for her help in interpreting the lantern.
She also took the pictures.

Back view of the Stockholm magic lantern.

Photo by Machiko

Kusahara.

Clearly, this is an early magic lantern, but when and where was
it made? The difficulties begin here, because no clear points of
comparison can be found, even from contemporary illustrations. The long adjustable lens tube and the possibility of using
both horizontal and vertical slides seem to point to the phantasmagoria era in the early 19th century. But could such features
have been used already earlier? How about the thick pressed
cardboard as material for the optical tube? This choice would
certainly have been available already in the 18th century.
The exclusive use of the candle as the illuminant for such a
relatively large lantern is intriguing; why was there no provision for an oil lamp? How is the use of the candle related to
the long adjustable lens tube? It is possible that the tube was
needed to focus all available light on the projected figures that
may have had black backgrounds in the style of phantasmagoria. It should be noted that the opening for the focusing lens

A Magic Lantern Surprise
This summer, I attended meeting of herpetologists held in the
historic Union Station in St. Louis, now mostly a hotel and shopping mall. A display case in the mall exhibited a variety of artifacts from the 1890s, when the station was built. Among the
objects displayed was a Jean Schoener magic lantern holding a
single glass slide (inserted the wrong way up for projection).
Although the top of the chimney was missing, the bright red lantern was the most colorful item in the case, but the lack of any
explanation of what it is probably leaves many visitors puzzled.—The Editor. Photo by Kristiina Hurme.

Poetry of the Magic Lantern
The Magic Lantern
Translated from the Latin of Mr. Titley*
Sing the Forms which magic Powers impart,
The thin Creation of delusive Art,
And thro’ the ambient Gloom bright Shapes display
Hid from the Sun, nor conscious of the Day.
Expand the sportive Science, the Lantern show,
No gleam of Day must thro’ the Darkness glow;
The fleeting Forms abhor the envious Light,
Love the brown Shade, and only live by Night.
Darkling and silent in her lonely Cell,
The Sorceress thus exerts her mystic Spell,
Calls forth the Spectres, and unpeoples Hell;
But when the Morn unfolds her purple Ray,
Start the pale Ghosts and fly approaching Day.
See thro’ the Gloom the fiery Splendor fall;
Glares the red Lens around the dusky Wall;
‘Tis thus the sanguine Ray of Cynthia streams,
When magic Spells obstruct her lab’ring Beams,
And shiv’ring Ghosts from Earth’s reluctant Womb
Forc’d by Thessalian Charms glide round the gaping Tomb.
Of various Forms an incoherent Train
Fills the bright Orb, and crowds the picture’d Plain;
Here with rude Pomp the Satire Shapes advance,
Frisk with their Tails, and lead the sylvan Dance;
A dread Grimace does ev’ry Look defile,
And each grins horribly a ghastly Smile;
No more Eyes the uncouth Scene pursue,
A lovelier Prospect rises to my View;
Here sceptred Monarchs glare in bright Array,
There blooming Maids in beauteous Lustre play.
Next these the Knight who lends vindictive Aid;
What Shape more worthy to succeed the Maid?
In hostile Mood the warrior Wights appear,
Fierce at the Dragon flies the conqu’ring Spear;
In vain he stands uprear’d in waving Spires,
In vain his Tongue emits envenomed Fires,
See where his flaming Crest is doom’d to feel
An Arm victorious and resistless Steel.
Blest Champion! But how soon the Conquest flies;
How soon the transient Pomp eludes our Eyes!
To the thin Air the fading Warriors yield,
And glide reluctant from the painted Field.
Far hence ye Forms of War—see Bacchus shine,
His rosy Cheeks proclaim the God of Wine,
And round his Head the purple Clusters twine.
How soon the airy Shade our Hopes destroys!
So fleets the golden Dream of human Joys.
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Next Grins a Form of pallid Horror-full,
Emblem of dreary Death a lifeless Scull,
The naked Cheeks no graceful Beauties wear,
The barren Scalp’s despoil’d of waving Hair;
A tott’ring Tooth the franctur’d Jaws between
Hangs dismally alone; no Eyes are seen,
But all’s a dark Vacuity within.
Soon from our Sight Death’s frightful image flies,
Whose place a Shape more terrible Supplies;
Slow tho’ the Darkness stalks a baleful Spright,
No drearier Phantom of illfated Night
Haunts the sad Slumbers of some lonely Dame,
That nods delirious o’er th’ expiring Flame;
When dimly blew the conscious Lamps appear,
And clank of Chains proclaims the Spectre near.
Down from its Head the mournful Shroud depends,
Beneath its Feet the plaited Garment ends,
The ghastly Face a dismal Paleness wears,
The trembling Hand a livid Taper bears.
Far off advis’d ye tim’rous Virgins fly,
Far from the dreadful Scene avert your Eye,
In soft Repose the horrid Ghost will seem
To haunt your Slumbers, and revive in Dream;
Suffus’d with trickling Sweat you’ll strive in vain
With circling Arms some friendly Youth to gain,
Bewail your lonely Bed with wild Affright,
And dread the lengthen’d Horrors of the Night.
Such are the Forms the crowded Prospect shows,
But if too far the long Reflection glows,
Round the bright Orb a dim Confusion plays,
And a wild Mass of undistinguish’d Rays.
So tinctur’d Canvas rude in ev’ry Part,
Shows the first Traces of the Pencil’s Art;
Scarce our Eyes discern the dubious Plan,
And gain some faint Resemblance of a Man.
Now let the Splendor of returning Light
Strike thro’ the artificial Shades of Night;
Lo the strong Flame the airy Phantoms shun,
Fade in the Blaze, and die before the Sun.
Thus when the Limbs recline in soft Repose,
With various Forms the wakeful Fancy glows,
Men, Beasts and Birds, and unconnected Train
Compose the motly Vision of the Brain;
Here in long Fun’ral Torches gleam,
There royal Triumphs gild the pompous Dream.
When lo the purple Blush of Morning Light
From th’ op’ning Eye dispels the Shades of Night,
The brightened Scenes their usual Aspect wear,
And the false Dream dissolves in shapeless Air.
*From: Miscellaneous Poems and Translations, by H. Travers.
London: Benjamin Motte, 1731, pp. 86-92.

Magic Lantern Humor
The John-Donkey Unleashes a Broadside ►
The John-Donkey (another name for a Jackass) was a short-lived
satirical newspaper published in Philadelphia for only a few
months in 1848. One of the editors, Thomas Dunn English, had
previously been involved in a lawsuit with Edgar Allan Poe,
which Poe won. This did not deter English from using his new
publication to lob further brickbats at Poe. The piece shown
here gets in a dig at Poe’s talent, while lampooning the sort of
exaggerated broadsides that often were used to advertise
dioramas, panoramas, magic lantern shows, and other
entertainments. Using nonsensical language, the broadside is
suggested as an advertisement of the work of poet J. J. Foster
(probably a takeoff on the name of the other editor, G. G.
Foster). Several phrases echo those found in magic lantern
broadsides of the period, including “scenic effects,” “intensely
red fire and deeply blue lights,” “novel dissolving trap-doors,”
and, at the bottom, “a distant dissolving view of blue
blazes!” [The original of this piece was divided between two
columns of a page. I have combined the two halves and added
the border to more closely resemble a broadside].—John-Donkey,
February 12, 1848, p. 109

Not What the Minister Ordered

▲ The National Police Gazette, which specialized in photographs of dance hall girls and other skimpily-clad women, published this cartoon to make fun of the widespread use of the
magic lantern in churches and Sunday schools. Here a minister
is chagrined to find that a lantern-slide dealer has sent him a
distinctly non-religious image to show his parishioners.—The
National Police Gazette, September 8, 1885, p. 5
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Book Review
James Lyons and John Plunkett, editors. Multimedia Histories.
From the Magic Lantern to the Internet. University of Exeter
Press, Exeter, UK, 2007. $29.95 paperback. Available in in
the United States from the David Brown Book Company
(http://www.oxbowbooks.com), which markets all University
of Exeter Press books.
This volume contains contributions from a variety of scholars
in media studies and covers a wide range of topics from historical looks at projection culture to more theoretical studies of
modern visual media. The book is aimed at academic scholars
in this field, and at times the academic jargon can be a bit
opaque, but it does have a number of chapters that should appeal to those with a serious interest in the culture of the magic
lantern. The general approach of the book is not to discuss the
history of the magic lantern per se, but to place the magic lantern in a more general context of the panoply of visual media
that shaped much of late 19th and early 20th century culture,
including the stereoscope, photograph albums, illustrated books
and periodicals, panoramas, waxworks, sideshows, and early
cinema.

Four chapters have particular relevance to the magic lantern
and related optical devices, and I will focus my review on
those. The first chapter, by Ian Christie, entitled “Toys, Instruments, Machines: Why the Hardware Matters” makes a plea for
more serious scholarly attention to the actual devices that were
used in early optical entertainments, including magic lanterns,
kaleidoscopes, and stereoscopes. Traditionally interest in these
objects themselves has been largely the province of collectors,
with media and cinema scholars focusing more on the social or
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artistic aspects of media. Indeed, studies of how such instruments were manufactured, sold, advertised, and used in various forms of visual entertainment and instruction should be
an integral part of media studies, but all too often has not
been. John Plunkett takes up this challenge in what I found
to be one of the most interesting chapters in the book, entitled “Depth, Colour, Movement: Embodied Vision and the
Stereoscope.” He provides not only a very thorough discussion of the development of different types of stereoscopes,
but also insights into how stereoscopes were used and their
impact on 19th century visual culture. He devotes a good
deal of space to attempts at stereoscopic projection of moving images, a topic discussed by Ray Zone in last issue of the
Gazette.
Another fascinating chapter is Andrew Shail’s “Penny Gaffs
and Picture Theatres: Popular Perceptions of Britain’s First
Cinemas.” He focuses on the importance of the “penny
gaff”—either unlicensed penny theaters that combined short
films with music, pantomime, and sensational re-enactments,
or “penny shops,” which combined short films with other
entertainments like waxworks, exhibitions of “savages,” fat
ladies, etc. These venues were important in the early development of the cinema in Britain, but generally have been
ignored by historians of the cinema because of their association with low-class entertainment. Shail finds connections
between the public interest in violent crime in early cinema
and similar representations in peepshows and waxworks.
Critics decried the violent images often seen in these sorts of
picture shows, as well as the posters that advertised them on
the street, on the grounds that such images tend to degrade
the morals of youth and encourage criminal behavior. Ironically, some of the most luridly violent scenes to be found in
magic lantern slides, not mentioned by Shail in his account,
are those in sets used for temperance lectures, which often
depicted drunkards beating their wives or murdering their
children. Of course, in those cases, the intended message
was exactly the opposite of encouraging criminal behavior—
it was to show the possible results of excessive drinking and
to point the way toward the correct moral path.

George Cruikshank lantern slide of a violent drunkard. Wells
Collection.

Book Review & Announcements
The chapter with the most direct connection to magic lanterns
is an excellent account of “Photographed Tableaux and Motion-Picture Aesthetics: Alexander Black’s Picture Plays,” by
Kaveh Askari. The unusual nature of Black’s picture plays,
with 200 or more lantern slides dissolved onto the screen in
rapid succession to simulate motion without actually showing
it, is clearly explained. Black’s work was well known in his
day—he toured all over the United States and even wrote a
number of magazine articles about his plays. Yet his importance in the transition from magic lantern shows to cinema has
largely been neglected by cinema historians, who have tended
to treat his efforts as imperfect attempts at motion pictures.
Black himself did not see his plays as inferior forms of movies,
but rather an improved form of magic lantern shows, with
quick dissolves serving to denote the passage of time, while
allowing the narrator to maintain connections between successive parts of a story. Askari points out that while Black’s work
was clearly influenced by earlier theatrical tableaux, tableaux
vivants, and waxwork displays, they differed in providing
greater continuity between scenes, rather than focusing only on
what he describes as “privileged moments,” which usually depicted the most climactic or spectacular events in a story.
Askari’s important new scholarship on Black, on display in this
chapter and in an earlier paper on Black’s detective lectures
(Early Popular Visual Culture, 2005, vol. 3, pp. 59-76), leads
me to hope for an eventual book-length treatment of Black’s
work.—The Editor
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NEW EXHIBITION AT THE MUSEUM OF MODERN
ART, NEW YORK
PANORAMAS OF THE MOVING IMAGE
September 12, 2007–March 24, 2008
Painted or printed images on glass were among the earliest
forms of projected "motion picture" entertainment. Mechanical glass slides were manipulated to simulate various
kinds of change in the image, and multiple projectors allowed for superimposed and dissolving views. Brightly colored, handcrafted slides, depicting human activity, fantasy
figures, and landscapes, were typically presented with live
narration, music, and sound effects, in what became popular
by the 1870s as Magic Lantern shows. Experimental media
artist Ernie Gehr's Panoramas of the Moving Image (2005) is
a synchronized five-channel video installation that uses
eighty-seven original slides and views selected from Gehr's
personal collection and that of renowned pre-cinema collector David Francis. Projected side by side, the slides create a
mesmerizing wide-screen spectacle. A selection of vintage
paper Zoetrope strips and Phenakistoscope discs—
complementary artifacts of nineteenth-century moving-image
technology—are also on display.

DVDs of the Seattle Convention are Available
DVDs of the 2006 Seattle Convention programs and workshops are available for sale. The cost is $15 for the programs alone, and $15 for the workshops. If both are purchased, the cost is $25. Shipping is free in U.S. International buyers pay postage. Please send checks to Mike
Koch, 13540 Seabeck Hwy NW, Seabeck, WA 98380.

DVDs of Terry Borton Interview
DVDs of a television interview with Terry Borton at the 2006
Seattle Convention were distributed to most members with the
Spring 2007 issue of the Gazette and to the remaining members with the current issue, courtesy of Mike and Sharon
Koch. If you did not receive your copy of the DVD, please
contact the Editor (kentwood.wells@uconn.edu) or Sharon
Koch (sharonkoch@prodigy.net).
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Society News and Announcements

2008 Washington Convention
Third Announcement
A festival of Dickens story slides presented from a
vintage triunial magic lantern and special presentations at a Smithsonian Museum theater or sumptuous
Washington embassy are among the possibilities expected to be included in the 2008 society convention
program.
Add to the potential agenda a Potomac River dinner
cruise, a workshop on lantern performance, presentations of photographic lantern slide history, a camera
obscura, a shadow puppet show and other exciting
performances--all are more reasons to mark your calendar and make your reservations now for the convention which will be held Friday, July 11 through
Sunday July 13 at the Crowne Plaza (WashingtonNational Airport) Hotel in Arlington, VA.
The hotel is located on Jefferson Davis Highway just
1.5 miles from the Ronald Reagan National Airport
and minutes to Washington's major expressways,
monuments, and attractions. It is only 1/2 block from
the Crystal City Metro station. More information is
available at the hotel web site: cpnationalairport.com
Hotel reservations may be made by calling the hotel
directly at 703-416-1600 or at a central reservations
system: 800-227-6963. To receive our negotiated
reduced rates, identify the Magic Lantern Society at
the time of the reservation.
Though planning is well under way, many more program ideas are welcome. Joanne and Harry Elsesser
chair the program committee and are accepting proposals for presentations. Brief outlines can be sent to
them by email to nx2117@aol.com or mail to 139
Sycamore Circle, Stony Brook, NY 11790. Phone is
631-751-2951.
Tom Rall is convention chairman. He can be contacted by email to marketflea@aol.com or mail to
1101 N Kentucky Street, Arlington, VA 22205.
Phone is 703-534-8220.
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$1,000 Prize
for
Magic-Lantern Research
The Magic Lantern Society of the United States and Canada
announces a $1,000 yearly prize for the best research related to the magic-lantern by a graduate student in the
United States or Canada. Winning papers must be at least
15 pages in length, and must not have been published previously. Papers will be judged by a committee of scholars on
the basis of originality and substance. The winning paper
will published by the Society, or reprinted if the author prefers to publish elsewhere. Other submitted papers may also
be selected for publication or reprint.
Submit entries in both paper and electronic form to Professor Erkki Huhtamo, UCLA Department of Design | Media Arts, Broad Art Center, Rm. 2275, Box 951456
Los Angeles, CA 90095-1456 (erhuhta@ucla.edu).

The Projection Box Essay Awards
The aims of this award are to encourage new research and
new thinking into any historical, artistic or technical aspect
of projected and moving images up to 1915; and to promote engaging, accessible, and imaginative work. The first
prize of £250 is for an essay of between 5000 and 8000
words (including notes). The deadline for entries is 18
January 2008. The winning essay will also be published in
an issue of Early Popular Visual Culture (Routledge). At
the discretion of the judges, two runners-up will each receive books and CD-roms of their choice (published by
The Projection Box), to the value of £100. For further
details, go to http://www.pbawards.co.uk.

Lantern Slides Wanted
Pat Kulaga is interested in buying lantern slides in large or
small quantities. Even damaged slides will be purchased.
Contact: pkstore2@stereoview.net.

John Rogers Statuary Images Wanted
I am interested in purchasing stereoviews, lantern slides
and other memorabilia of John Rogers statuary (Rogers
Groups), as well as the statues themselves.
Bruce Bleier (Emeralite@aol.com)
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Canadian Pacific Railroad Lantern Slides at the Simon
Fraser University Gallery
Professional photographer Michael Lawlor of Vancouver,
British Columbia gave an interesting presentation at the Seattle convention of the Magic Lantern Society last year. It consisted of a series of photographic lantern slides of a trip across
Canada in 1904. This summer, the Simon Fraser University
Gallery called upon Michael and Bill Jeffries to give two short
lectures illustrated with 58 lantern slides used by the Canadian
Pacific Railroad to interest farmers and others in Canadian
Pacific holdings in the years around 1900. Publicity about the
upcoming lectures and lantern slide shows generated such a
response that the Gallery looked about for a larger venue. The
event was very well attended and the audience was very interested in the hand-colored lantern slides. The 58 slides were
selected from a larger set of 150, which sometimes were
shown together or in a smaller presentation of 80 slides in
promotional programs. Michael Lawlor’s interest in the use
of lantern slides by the railroads began when he acquired an
almost complete set. He hopes to tour with his lantern slide
program. He also makes large art prints from the original
lantern slides, and these were on exhibit at the gallery from
June 28 through August 3, 2007.—The Old Projectionist (Bob
Bishop)

Spectacular Lantern Slide Images of Italy in Spokane,
Washington
My grandfather Rosati brought a wooden box of approximately 120 magic lantern slides of old Italy with him when
he immigrated to the United States in the early 1900s. The
photographs may have been taken by my great-grandfather
sometime (I'm guessing) in the mid 1800s. We have
scanned and reproduced approximately 50 of the 120 and
will be showing them from 5 to 10 PM on September 7,
2007 at the Gallery of Thum, 106 South Madison, Spokane, Washington. This is a special benefit weekend for
the Fox Theater, an art deco landmark, which is in the
process of being restored. The grand opening is sometime in November.— Baron Cheffer, 224 West 22nd Avenue, Spokane, WA 99203; e-mail: bcheffer@wwdb.org.
Submitted by Sharon Koch.
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The Battle of Port Gamble

News from the Northeast Group

The Washington Civil War Association has, for the last three
years, held a battle re-enactment at Port Gamble, a historic
area located in Kitsap County, Washington. It was some
years after the Civil War that Washington became a state, and
it is doubtful that many Washington Territory residents actually took part in that great struggle. Nevertheless, the many
descendents of men on both sides continue to honor their forefathers with these re-enactments, which take place all over the
country. For the last two years, Magic Lantern Society member Ron Easterday has participated by giving a magic lantern
show in the Port Gamble General Store, which also doubles as
a museum and administration building for the beautifully preserved historic town. Easterday used a collection of woodmounted slides of Civil War scenes, and I am told that his
series on Civil War generals, along with Ron’s patter, added
to the program. Larry Cederblom, our “do everything” person
in the Society, made a number of thaumatropes, which were
passed out as mementos to members of the audience. John
and Betty Potter attended the show, and some of the information here came from them. Bob Doran helped Ron during the
program. Other information and illustrations were provided
by Ron Easterday. Our Society is a little better known for his
efforts, and that is good enough for The Old Projectionist
(Bob Bishop).

Carl Link tried to keep his treasure—a 1930s homemade
panorama—safely in its box, but the enthusiastic group of
about 20 that showed up for the meeting of the Northeast
Magic Lantern Society was having none of it. Foot by foot
they unrolled it until the entire panoramic trip from New
York to the Holy Land was revealed in 30 feet of crayon
drawings, pictures cut out of religious publications, and carefully handwritten text. It was a fine example of nineteenth
century visual culture finding a comfortable niche is the 20th
century.

Kent Wells brought some of Joseph Byron’s slides of New
York stage productions. Byron took elaborately staged and
lighted photos which were detailed enough to tell the whole
drama in photo form. The photos were used for programs
and other publicity purposes (many of which Kent also
brought), but also served as the basis for touring lantern
shows that re-created the stage productions in slide format.

Byron lantern slide of the New York production of Way Down East
(1898). Wells collection.
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Another highlight of the meeting was new member William Gorton’s collection of Roland Reed slides. Reed was a well-known
early twentieth-century photographer of Indians. What was unique
about the Reed slides was that they were not intended to be projected in public, but as a way of testing different compositions and
printings of eventual paper prints. There might be a half-dozen
slides of a given picture, each containing subtle changes. The
slide format allowed Reed to test his alternatives easily and
cheaply. Gorton is looking for someone who would like to do a
serious study of the images.

Dramatic compositions like this one were a hallmark of Roland
Reed’s photographs of Indians. William Gorton collection.
Dick Moore entertained the group with a beautiful set of lantern
slides of Alice in Wonderland, taken from the original illustrations
by John Tenniel. He compared these with the more common
lithographed set, which also is derived from the Tenniel drawings,
but is much less spectacular.—Submitted by Terry Borton.
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A Glass Harmonica for Your Phantasmagoria Show
As Mervyn Heard has shown in his recent book on Phantasmagoria, the glass harmonica was the instrument of
choice for phantasmagoria showmen in the late 18th and
early 19th centuries. This instrument provided the sort of
spooky music suitable for an exhibition of ghosts and spirits. Modern reproductions of glass harmonicas in several
models are available from G. Finkenbeiner, Inc. of
Waltham, Massachusetts (www.finkenbeiner.com). Prices
start at $6580 for a 25-note model and go up to $24,235
for a 42-note model.—Submitted by Lindsay Lambert.

Suggestions for Contributors to The Magic Lantern
Gazette
The Magic Lantern Gazette publishes original research articles, book reviews, and short notes on the historical, artistic,
and cultural impact of the magic lantern and related visual
media, as well as news articles, visual images, and other
items of interest to magic lantern collectors and scholars.
Contributions can be sent to the Editor, Kentwood D. Wells,
451 Middle Turnpike, Storrs, CT 06268. The preferred
method for submitting manuscripts is in the form of Word
files, which can be emailed to kentwood.wells@uconn.edu,
but typed or hand written items will be accepted as well.
Questions or ideas for material to be submitted can be addressed to the Editor by email or by phone at 860-486-4454
(office) or 860-429-7458 (home). Authors are encouraged
to provide photographs or digital images of lanterns, slides,
or printed materials. High-quality JPEG images, either in
color or black and white, are preferred, but color slides or
black and white prints also can be used. Photocopies generally are not of publishable quality. Digitally scanned images
of magazine ads, handbills, broadsides, or other line illustrations are ideal. Lantern slides should be scanned as transparencies or photographed using a high-quality digital camera and a lightbox illuminated with bulbs having a natural
full sunlight spectrum.
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Top: The Earth’s annual motion around the sun, showing the sun moving through the constellations of the zodiac. By turning a handle on the
side of this slide, the earth appears to rotate around the sun. Bottom:
Deane Walker lecturing at the Royal Opera House in the Strand, 1817.
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